The
Hottest
Issue
in

Wmhlngtos
by Joseph Nocera
“This is the most sensitive subject in
government right now,” said Edwin
Sullivan with only a trace of a smile,
and he leaned back in his soft yellow
chair. We were sitting by a sofa and
coffee table at the far end of his large,
comfortable office, the kind of office
the government bestows only upon its
most powerful people. His desk, at the
other end of the room, was cluttered
with papers, indicating he was also a
very busy man, so busy that it was close
to 6:OO p.rn.,* well after most of the
other people in the building had gone
home, when he was finally able to
s q u e e z e me in f o r a n i n t e r v i e w .
Formally, Edwin Sullivan is Director
of the Office of Management Services
at the Department of Health, Education and Welfare. But to the people at
HEW, he is known mostly as the man
in charge of parking-which was the
subject of our interview.
There are 10,000 federal employees
Joseph Nocera is an editor of The
Washington Monthly. He was assisted in
the research f o r this article by Howie
Kurtz, a reporter f o r The Washington
Star.
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sacrifices to save gas. Therefore, the
President announced, in order to get
more federal employees out of their
gas-guzzling cars and onto energyefficient mass transit systems, there
would be no more free parking in
federal lots.
Men like Sullivan, it turned out, had
known for seven months that this edict
was in the works; you don’t get to be an
important man in government without
developing a few sources in the Office
of Management and Budget, which
had orchestrated the paid parking
coup. But, in the interest of national
security perhaps, they had kept their
mouths shut. The rest of the government, meanwhile, was taken by surprise. The day after Carter’s speech the
Washington papers printed the gory
details Carter hadn’t mentioned.
Starting in October federal parking
spaces, which had always cost between
nothing and $15 a month, would now
be worth half of whatever the going
rate was in private garages in the area.
Two years later, in October 1981, even
that break would be taken away. At
that point, the papers said, the federal
employees who drove to work would
have to pay the same as everybody else,
which in downtown Washington could
mean up to $70 a month. Overnight,
about 130,000 parking spaces all over
the country, including about 30,000 in

the Washington area, were suddenly
set to go from being the most coveted,
valuable, jealously-guarded, foughtover perquisites in the government to
just another expensive slab of asphalt.
And it wasn’t only the big downtown
agencies that were affected. Carter’s
plan applied to the suburban offices of
the National Institutes of Health and
the Department of Energy in isolated
Germantown. At National Airport,
airport employees who had been
renting parking spaces in the jampacked lots from the FAA for $15 a
year (that’s $1.25 a month, 31 cents a
week or six cents a day) would feel the
effect.
Even on Capitol Hill, where “Freedom of Parking” has always been a
cherished part of Congress’ own
special bill of rights, there were
rumblings, and like all rumblings these
were ominous. Although the 9,000
spaces Congress has reserved for itself
and its staff were exempt from the
Carter edict, Speaker of the House Tip
O’Neill said it only seemed fair that
congressional parking should be paid
for by someone besides the taxpayer.
Of course, he added, it wouldn’t affect
him since a government car is leased in
his name by Congress-that comes
with being Speaker-and it wouldn’t
make much sense to have the government pay to park its own car. But for
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He declined to say whether the firm
the congressional staff aide, who, like
policy
would mean free o r paid
his colleague in the federal bureaucparking. At the Federal Reserve, also
racy, has come to see his subsidized
parking space as a vital and necessary exempt, there was also no decision on
part of being a devoted public servant, whether parking would be paid by
well, as one of them (salary: $40,000) employees, although I was reassured
put it to me on the deepest of deep when the p.r. man told me, “It’s under
background, “I’m bitter. And 1’11 be active study. I’m in daily contact with
even more bitter if I ever have to pay the man in charge.”
It soon became clear t h a t the
for parking.”
decision to stop subsidized employee
Now I know what you’re thinking at
parking was all too typical of what was
this point. You’re thinking: “Who
wrong with Carter’s presidency. For
cares if he’s bitter‘?” Plus you’re
two years he has been president, yet he
thinking: “Why should my tax dollars
still didn’t understand the ways of
(make that my hard-earned tax dolWashington. One of the first and most
lars) be spent subsidizing free parking
for people who make $40,000 a year?’’ important lessons Washington has to
In fact, you’re probably thinking: teach is that free federal parking, as
a n y bureaucrat could tell him, is
“Why should my hard-earned tax
directly related to the morale and
dollars be spent so anyone in the
productivity of the federal employee.
government can park for free?” Let’s
The idea of charging bureaucrats for
face it, a lot of unkind thoughts are
their parking spaces has been kicking
running through your mind.
around since 1972, but it had never
How do 1 know this? I know it
been proposed seriously. No previous
because these are exactly the same
president had dared to broach the
thoughts that ran through my mind
subject, all realizing, no doubt, what
when I first jumped into this story. I’ll
admit I was skeptical of arguments in effect it could have on the running of
the government. Carter had maJe no
favor of free parking. Reporters are
effort to learn that lesson, either by
trained to be skeptical, of course, and I
reading history or by surrounding
do my best. But I also try to go to work
himself with the kind of bright insiders
morning with an open mind,
to judge fairly and impartially who could tell him what was going on.
any argument I hear during the day, As he often does, Carter took what he
and it was in this spirit that I began to deemed t o be the morally correct
call around to the various outposts of position on the issue of free federal
parking, never once giving a moment’s
the bureaucracy to find out how the
new parking policy was getting along. pause to the controversy it would stir,
or the kind of trade-offs that would
ensue, or the politicking that would be
Starting Trouble
needed to make it work.
Nowhere was the failure of Carter’s
It was obvious I had struck a nerve presidency better illuminated than
with this revelation: when he first
when early on I called the Postal
decided t o bring the paid parking
Service to find out if they would be
proposal out of the closet, Carter
abiding by Carter’s edict, and the
wanted to put it in force right away.
secretary who answered the phone
How naive could he be? Luckily, the
said, “What are you trying to do, start
trouble?” The answer to my question, lawyers at OMB and the White House
though, was less than clear, since the got to him before he couId d o anything
Post Office, because of its “independ- so foolish and worked out a more
ent” status, is exempt from the order. broad-based approach. Now, a t least,
“We are currently analyzing the the White House is proposing paid
situation,” said a spokesman. “By the p a r k i n g with all the complicating
time the President’s plan goes into flourishes it merits, including an 11effect, we will have a firm policy.” page, 1 1-point OMB draft circular that
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lists the reasdning behind the changes,
explains how the C a r t e r plan is
supposed to work, and has a few pages
of questions and answers at the end.
(“Q. If a n agency 1ocation.has a n
abundance of parking spaces, how will
employees have an incentive to form
carpools? A. Agency facility managers
will allocate spaces near work site
entrances t o carpools and organize
carpool matching programs. Physical
reductions in parking space may be
considered in some circumstances if a
demonstrated increase in carpooling is
not realized.”) After the circular has
circulated, it will be commented upon
by all the agencies and federal employee unions; then draft regulations
will be drafted by GSA and OMB,
which will be duly circulated and
commented upon; after which final
implementing regulations will be
finalized a n d implemented. These
regulations, of course, will be full of
contingencies, exceptions, thresholds,
and exemptions. After which, in all
likelihood, the federal employee unions will sue. Now we’re talking.

The Parking Czar
But despite the with-it bureaucratic
lingo of the draft circular, it is still a
document full of Carteresque naivete.
For example, it says that paid parking
for federal employees shall be implemented without adding more personnel. This, apparently, was a blow to
Edwin Sullivan and parking officials
t h r o u g h o u t the government. How
could they be expected to d o all these
new things, collecting money and so
forth, without more staff? “I’m understaffed as it is,” Sullivan explained. He
has to get by with only one man on
parking full time, whose job it is to call
up people listed on the carpool forms
to find out if they are really in the
carpools, and two guards who man the
garages. “I’m going to comment on
that one, you can be sure,:! he said.
There is also ah underlying assumption in the circular that setting up the
mechanics of a paid parking lot is
relatively simple. I was disabused of
The Washington Monthly/June 1979

this notion by Jay Cohen, a bald, cigarchomping, Henny Youngman-like
character who holds down the parking
desk at GSA. In government circles, I
am told, they call Cohen “The Parking
Czar.” Unlike Sullivan, who has other
chores in addition t o his parking
responsibilities, Cohen’s life revolves
around government parking-he eats
and sleeps parking maps and garage
blueprints and average monthly rates.
He is the one who is going to be the
most responsible for putting out the
new regulations. (Before early April,
Cohen was a stirring defender of the
parking subsidies. “The individual
employees pay $10 to $15 a month in
fees,” he was wont to say. “We’re not
giving the stuff away.” If you tried to
point out the obvious generosity
embodied in these rates, Cohen would
bristle. “Where d o you park?” he
would say. “I’ll bet your company pays
for your parking.” After the Carter
announcement, though, Cohen saw the
light. “People will pay,” he told The
Washington Post. “You know, it’s
‘Take my wife, please, but don’t take
my parking space.”?
Cohen described to me the challenge
he faces: “This is new ground, this is
virgin territory. These are uncharted
waters. Nobody in government has
ever set up a system before like we’re
going to have to set up. Nobody has
ever had to worry about governmentwide collection of moneys. Nobody.”
Still, Cohen and Sullivan seemed
confident their problems are solvable.
They complained, but it seemed to me
they were at least making molehills out
of molehills. To find the mountainmakers, I walked over t o the big
parking lot near the Commerce Department, and spoke with the employees driving up in their cars, who
seemed to regard the OMB draft
circular as the moral equivalent of war.
Coming in for special abuse was the
last Q and A in the document, which I
will quote in its entirety:
“Q. How can I explain t o my
employees that this policy will be in
their best interests?”
“A. There are several aspects to this.
First of all, we should remember that
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many employees already use transit or
pay to park, or work at locations which
have parking spaces with low economic value. These employees will not
be directly affected. It is expected that
a good number of attractive parking
spaces now used by single occupant
cars will now become available for carpools. This will benefit those employees who have not been able to qualify
for government parking. Also, the
individual in the carpool will only face
one third or one fourth of the parking
fee where a fee is in-effect, and avoid
the cost of driving his or her car at the
same time.”
This ex1lanation seemed reasonable
t o me. It said, if I understood it
correctly, that if you’re in a carpool
with three other people and your space
costs $40 a month, you end up paying
only ten bucks a month, or $2.50 a
week, or 50 cents a day. That’s still
cheaper than taking the bus. If you’re a
government big-wig and you want to
keep a solo space in the VIP garage,
then you’re going to have to pay the full
price, which you certainly can afford
on your government big-wig salary.
What could be more fair?
But a different sort of “fairness” was
on the minds of many of the employees
in the parking lot. As one woman told
me while she walked from her car, “I
waited a long time for that space and
now they tell me I have to pay for it. It’s
just hot fair.”. Under this -definition,
which was apparently widely held
t h r o u g h o u t the federal commuter
community, what’s fair is not what will
create more opportunities for other
fellow workers to partake in the luxury
of a parking space or a carpool. “Fair”
means simply keeping what you’ve
already got.
If you read that Q and A carefully,
you’ll notice something that was even
more troubling t o the employees.
When Carter made his announcement,
he said the reason for paid parking was
mainly to save energy. Yet nowhere in
that draft circular answer is the energy
crisis mentioned. Not even once. This
was the sort of discrepancy the astute
bureaucrats didn’t miss. The ddministration had chosen t o forego appeal to
56

their sense of patriotism-and
they
were suspicious. Maybe the administration had doubts that paid parking
would break the OPEC cartel after all.
One fellow I spoke to at the National
Institutes of Health put it this way:
“I’m as patriotic as the next guy, Ijust
don’t like getting screwed.”

How Do You Spell Lawsuit?
With my reporter’s sixth sense, it
didn’t take long to guess that the great
l a b o r statesmen a t the American
Federation of Government Employees
would be busy scheming t o find ways
to block paid parking. They were. In
fact, they had a halfdozen impressive
reasons why making employees pay for
parking is an irresponsible step. At the
top of their list is the burden the plan is
going t o put upon the lower-paid
workers. (Consciousness of this problem appeared to run high among the
rank-and-file employees as well, usually expressed like this: “I’m only too
happy to pay, but what about my poor
secretary, who has to drive 50 miles t o
and from work and is the sole support
of four growing kids and her grandmother.’? When I mentioned to the
AFGE officials that over 50 per cent of
federal employees currently don’t get
to park in the free lots, and that most of
these emplpyees are at the lower end of
the pay scale, and that therefore it
seemed to me that the union should be
in favor of paid parking, I was quickly
given a n insight into the complex
nature of labor-management relations
in the public sector. “Carter can’t
change the working conditions of the
fucking contract!” an AFGE spokesman said. “He can’t do it.”
Actually, this argument, for all its
elegance, may be right. Under the Civil
Service Reform Act, the unioh says,
the president simply cannot make a
change in any working conditions,
whether they a r e mentioned in a
contract or not, without first negotiating with the union. (Parking is mentioned in about one third of all union
contracts, but the question of whether
it should be free is n0.t.) The OMB says
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that by reading the union’s comments
to its draft circular, it satisfies that
requirement. This kind of impasse
usually spells 1-a-w-s-u-i-t. No one
seeped to doubt that one way or
a n o t h e r , the question of whether
federal employees have t o pay for
parking is going to end up in the courts.
In the meantime, A F G E must
content itself with addressing the
broader issues raised by the Carter
plan. The matter, as a letter I obtained
pointed out, is not just paid parking.
At stake is nothing less than “the need
to attract and retain competent agency
employees, the reduction of costly
employee turnover, morale, workforce productivity, employee safety,
harmonious labor-management relations, fair treatment of all groups of
employees and so o n . . ,rather than
merely using, federal employees as
handy guinea pigs in every presidentral
experiment, however simplistic and
half-baked.” I could not miss the
implications: it will be a small miracle
if another regulation ever gets written
again once paid parking is introduced.
After days of exposure t o the
intricate arguments that make up our
national parking debate, I was exhausted and confused. In one breath
the union, and the federal employees
with whom I spoke, complained that
paid parking won’t save a n y gas
because everyone will still drive t o
work; in another they said no one will
drive to work because they won’t be
able to afford it; in a third they argued
that mass transit systems all across
America will collapse when all the
federal employees abandon their cars
for the buses and subways.
If there were contradictions in these
arguments, I had become convinced, it
was only because free parking had
come to mean so much to these people
that they will go to the most extraordinary lengths not to give it up. In one
building at NIH, I have discovered,
there is an employee organization that
exists solely t o protect employee
parking rights. Although I suspected
that “Free Parking” will not go down
in history with other slogans like “Free
Sacco and Vanzetti” or “Free Bobby

Seale,” 1 was told they had already
organized demonstrations in front of
the GSA building. Down in Norfolk, I
learned of a chief petty officer who has
organized a drive, apparently with
considerable success, to have federal
employees stop making payroll contributions to charity drives and government savings bonds in order to protest
the parking policy. In all my conversations on the subject, I heard anger,
eloquence, and passion, real passion,
the kind you’d never provoke if you
called up the Treasury Department to
find .out what they’ve done recently to
reduce inflation.
My final tip came from an AFGE
spokesman who confided: “If you want
to see some mad people, you ought to
check out Denver. They’re screaming
in Denver.”
I followed up his lead and soon
learned that there are a lot of federal
employees in Denver and they all drive
solo to work. Denver is one of those
cities where everyone loves his car, and
where they think that carpools and
buses are for sissies. During rush hour
Denver drivers have the lowest passenger-per-car ratio in the country. The
city is a place where the government’s
carpool pleas have fallen by the
wayside; indeed they are openly
scoffed at. And because Denverites
love their cars so much, nearly every
employer in town offers free parking,
including the government and the
other big employer in Denver, the
Coors brewery.
When I started this article, I would
have blindly assumed Denver was a
place where imposing a parking fee
might really make a difference. But I
had become well-schooled in the
arguments against the paid parking
plan, and it wasn’t long before I
realized the frightening possibility
inherent in the scheme. “How can the
federal installations compete with
Coors?”asked AFGE’s man in Denver.
Now it became clear. If the government
employees in Denver are forced to pay
for parking, they might all give up
implementing regulations and brew
beer for a living. I’d have to think that
one over for a while.
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"Americans should have learned that
our strategic design for other nations
can be upset by the internal dynamics
of those nations. Even the weakest
pow-ers determine their own future, a
fact that has frequently played havoc
with our best-laid plans."
policy, this issue is the second of the
expanded AEI Defense Review. The
first focused on alternative U.S. policy
options toward Africa. Future issues
will explore Priorities in U.S. Defense
Entitled "American Policy Options in Policy, U.S. Policy for Taiwan and the
Iran and the Persian Gulf," the Review Peoples Republic of China, a n d
discusses: .
American Policy Options in Asia.
0 Background for American Policy
Send $18 00 today for a y e a r s skbscription and for
Toward Iran
information about other AEI pkblications
0 Challenges to Iran's Security
subscribers to the AEI Defense Review
The Current State of Iran's Defense (Current
wlll automatically receive the new A H Foreign
Organization
Policy and Defense Review for the dLration of
0 American Defense Interests in Iran: their present subscriptions )
Commitments and Involvements
0 Future American National Security
American Enterprise Institute
Options in Iran,
Department 910

So write Robert J. Pranger and Dale R.
Tahtinen in the introduction to the
current issue of the,AEI Foreign Policy
and Defense Review.

'

Must reading for all those concerned
about the direction of American foreign

1150 Seventeenth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
202/862-5800
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